
Open Access at

Beeding Hill
Map
6

Open access land offers walkers an 
exciting opportunity to explore some of the 
spectacular South Downs landscape from a much 
closer perspective than ever before!
This map will help you get more from a visit to Beeding Hill whilst enjoying it in harmony with the site’s 
wildlife and its management.  There is a detailed map on the overleaf that shows the site, a self-guided walk 
and additional information that will help you better enjoy what it has to offer.  Please read the information on 
the back of this leaflet and most importantly, enjoy your visit!

The dramatic and varied northern downland escarpment between Beeding Hill and Tottington Mount offers 
a superb alternative route to the South Downs Way with wonderful views of the Adur valley southwards to 
Lancing College, the Downland escarpment and Chanctonbury ring to the West and North into the Weald. 
Anchor Bottom is one of the best sites in the area for downland flora, rare butterflies and farmland birds. A 
tranquil area to explore or stop for a rest it also provides an interesting route up onto Beeding Hill from the 
Adur valley.

Making the most of open access
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Alternative route to finish
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Route instructions

 Leave the A 283 Shoreham Road to follow the South 
Downs Way (signposted) eastwards and steadily uphill to 
reach a gate. Looking back into the Arun Valley slightly to 
your right is Upper Beeding, the ruins of Bramber Castle 
amid the trees and the town of Steyning beyond. Further 
west sitting proudly on top of the Downs is Chanctonbury 
Ring some 4 miles away. Looking to the left, Lancing 
College Chapel stands out clearly as does Lancing Ring 
and Steep Down. Continue to the next gate 

 Go through the gate, ignore the track to your left but 
take the bridleway to the left of the National Trust sign. 
Descend this narrow eroded path and just after passing a 
gate on the left climb a set of steps on the right, following 
the path to a gate. Go into the field from the gate and 
follow the grassy path trending left and aim towards the 
masts on Truleigh Hill. Keep right at the fork and follow the 
path round the head of the combe to your left.     

 As you come to the end of the wooded slope on your 
left follow the field edge round to the left. The path is less 
well defined here but becomes clearer. As you descend 
this path it comes close to the edge of an unfenced 
quarry on the left. Please take care with dogs and 
children. At the wooden post turn right and follow the 
hillside high above Golding Barn Raceway down to your 
left. At a similar wooden post turn right uphill to rejoin the 
South Downs Way at a gate. Turn left and pass Truleigh 
Hill Youth Hostel.

 Turn right at the cross tracks (signpost) to walk between 
farm buildings and follow a clearly defined track for a 
mile (1.6km).

 Turn right at a marker post In front of a field gate to 
follow the Monarch’s Way downhill past a disused, 
concrete floored, cattle shed. 

This 615 mile long distance path is based loosely on the 
lengthy route taken by King Charles II during his escape 
after defeat at Worcester in 1651. It runs from Worcester 
via Bristol and Yeovil to Brighton and back to Shoreham-
by-Sea just 3 miles south of here. For six weeks the 
21-year-old was hotly pursued by Parliamentary troops 
but managed with help to escape to France. 

Follow the ups and downs of the Monarch’s Way for 1¼ 
miles (2km) back to the junction with the South Downs 
Way at point 2 on the map. Cross the lane here and 
leave by the gate you came through earlier on the walk.

You can now retrace your steps to the A283 or for more 
of a challenge, from the gate, walk outwards to the head 
of Anchor Bottom, and descend very steeply into a 
typical downland dry valley. 

Which ever route you choose make the most of an 
opportunity to explore the open access grassland for its 
plethora of wild flowers and insect life including the rare 
Adonis Blue butterfly among many others according to 
season. 

 If choosing the latter route, follow the valley bottom 
to arrive at a wooden swing gate to your left as you 
approach the houses. Exit to the main road by a 
concrete pathway between the houses. Bus stops can 
be found here on the main road or if necessary you can 
walk the 500 yards (450 metres) northwards along the 
road to the start point. 

Part of this walk makes use of the South Downs Way. You 
can learn much more about this long distance trail and what 
it has to offer by going to  www.nationaltrail.co.uk/south-
downs-way

A circular walk starting where the South 
Downs Way leaves the A283 south of Upper 
Beeding. Firstly the route traverses the 
access land on the upper scarp slope of 
Beeding Hill and then swings south and 
west across the open rolling downland of 
the southern dip slope of the South Downs 
ending at the dry valley of Anchor Bottom. 
There are moderate slopes throughout and 
an excellent representative example of 
South Downs including extensive views.
Sensible footwear recommended.
Distance: 8 km/5 miles

Time:  2½ hrs

Total ascent:  294m/965 ft

Highest point:  200m/658 ft 

Map: OS Explorer 122

Start: from the lay-by where the South Downs Way 
crosses the A283 Shoreham to Steyning road. TQ 
197094 or BN44 3TD

Stiles: 0

How to get there: Brighton&Hove bus No. 2, hourly 
between Brighton and Steyning. Alight South Downs Way 
or Dacre Gardens.  Lay-by parking along west side of 
A283. 

Public toilets: None on route.

Refreshments: Fresh water tap outside Truleigh Hill Youth 
Hostel
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What you can do:

• Walk
• Sightsee
• Picnic

Please remember that with these rights come responsibilities.  You have the legal right to explore access 
land but please remember that most of the areas are privately owned; they are also the home and place of 
work for many people.  A number of sites are also nationally important because of some of the plants and 
animals found there.  If rights of way (like footpaths or bridleways) cross the land, the legal rights still apply.

Access Land is good for dog walkers too but the South Downs landscape is also important for ground 
nesting birds and many important conservation grazing projects. Unless otherwise stated, dogs must be 
kept on a fixed lead (2 metres or less) when livestock are present and on all access land sites between 
March 1st and July 31st.

What you can’t do:

• Cycle or horse ride (unless on an appropriate  right of way)
• Drive a vehicle (unless on an appropriate right of way)
• Camp
• Light a fire
• Hang-glide or paraglide
• Use a metal detector

Please follow the Countryside Code at all times:

• Be safe plan ahead and follow any signs
• Leave gates and property as you find them
• Protect plants and animals, and take your litter home
• Keep dogs under close control
• Consider other people.

Use the following link to find out more. 
www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/access/openaccess

• Bird watch
• Run
• Fly a kite

www.naturalengland.org.ukwww.southdownssociety.org.ukwww.southdowns.gov.uk
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uk Getting there via 
public transport

Beeding Hill. An hourly bus service, 
2 from Shoreham station and central 
Brighton stops at Dacre Gardens 
for Anchor Bottom and Steyning 
By-pass for the South Downs Way. 
Other less frequent services are also 
available.  
Please visit www.traveline.info or call 
Traveline on 0871 200 22 33

Find out more about visiting the  
South Downs   
www.southdowns.gov.uk/gettingaround

Open access
Open access land gives you 
the right to explore interesting 
features within that parcel of 
land – you can choose your 
own route and you don’t 
have to stick to the path!
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Walk devised and surveyed by volunteers 
from the South Downs Society

Beeding
Hill




